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Video game industry
• 151 billion $ in profits in 2020
• 180 billion $ of estimated profits in 2021
• 2.7 billion players worldwide (NewZoo 2020)
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Disability in the world
• 15% of the world population has some type of disability
• 285 million persons with visual impairments (WHO 2020)
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Players with visual impairments
• Blind players do not access visual information
• Low vision players face difficulties to identify, read and use text and
icons in a small font
• Colorblind players do not access color-coded information
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Players with visual impairments
• How can this situation be improved?
• What are the existing options for granting access to video games to
visually impaired players?
• What new solutions could be implemented?
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Research question
• Does the current state of game accessibility in Spain correspond to
blind and low vision players’ needs and preferences?




• To study the current state of game accessibility in Spain for blind and
low vision players
• To investigate the possible application of audio description to video
games
• To describe the profile, preferences and needs of visually impaired
players
• To research different accessible options from the game developers’
perspective
• To create a set of guidelines to improve game accessibility
7
Methodology
• Literature review and accessibility analysis of the most popular games
in Spain in 2020
• Questionnaires and interviews to players and game developers to
obtain quantitative and qualitative
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Conclusion
• Improving game accessibility
• contributes to a more enjoyable experience for blind and low vision
persons, as well as other users who might benefit from accessibility;
• raises awareness and promotes inclusion;
• helps take down the barriers that hinder every person’s right to
entertainment, culture and information.
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